TOGETHERNESS IS THE SOLUTION
TO CHOOSING
THE
SITES
&
THEMES.
Diversify and modify to unify.
Why is it whenever people hear of a couple getting married they envision the wedding day as being
just for the FEMALE?
The male is jostled aside and discerned as a shadow. Some
grooms do not admit to being unhappy when excluded from
the wedding plans.
Both should have input since the day is for uniting the bride
and groom. Of course the groom has no say about the bride
and bridesmaids’ dresses. But he has a right to voice his opinions regarding the ceremony and reception. The two are able
to communicate and compromise on decisions with this positive approach. Women tend to complain when men are nonchalant. Remember it’s best to never assume the other will
accede with one resolution.
Initiate plans once a date is set. Delay wedding discussions
with family and friends until determining the church and reception locations. Set up a budget and establish the total
cost. Let one choose the church site if both attend different
churches and the other select the reception. The bride usually culls the wedding colors. Nevertheless, the groom may
decide to assist with selecting flowers and music. Who knows,
he may prefer to see replicates of the special flowers given to
his fiancé for Valentine’s Day. Selfishness is not acceptable
with musical assortments. Each should opt a song appealing
to him and her. Add more meaning to the wedding and focus
together on a song representing the two’s love and commitment.
The reception depicts husband and wife. More communication and comprise must come to life while planning the event.
The newlyweds have said, “I do.” The nervousness has vanished. It’s time to embrace a relaxing evening. Beautify the
site with accessories capturing equally. Newlyweds requiring
a different color setting from the wedding must also reach a
fair solution. Favoritism is a smart idea. The bride may desire
her favorite color and the groom his. Obtain blending colors
if the two clash. Tailor the site with items pleasing to both.
Concentrate on coed if the groom thinks the decorations are
too feminine. Once again, the music should be a diversity of
each one’s lifestyle and a combined mood setting.
The big day involves a bridal couple. A groom’s participation
adds significance to the wedding day. Togetherness eludes arguments, wasted time, and hurt feelings. A person desiring to
have total control over the planning and excluding the other
should consider having a birthday and not a wedding day.
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